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Abstract
Social Networks has become one of the most popular platforms to allow users
to communicate, and share their interests without being at the same
geographical location. The great and rapid growth of Social Media sites such
as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc. causes huge amount of user-generated
content. Thus, the improvement in the information quality and integrity
becomes a great challenge to all social media sites, which allows users to get
the desired content or be linked to the best link relation using improved search
/ link technique. So introducing semantics to media networks will widen up
the representation of the social networks.
Semantic Social Networks representation of social links will be extended by
the semantic relationships found in the vocabularies which are known as
(tags) in most of social media networks.
Semantic Social Networks contents can be linked using autonomous agents,
which perform specific tasks to make the linking process automated, selflearning and intelligent. Multi-agent systems concept also introduced to this
approach.
In this thesis, we proposed a model of semantic social networks from the
perspective of multi-agent systems (MSSNT). In this model, the multi-agent
system is composed of two main functionalities: semantic indexing and tag
ranking.
The proposed model is an improvement of the output of ranking, and to
achieve that some kind of filters should be used to increases the rank of
content. And improving the rank must be met by semantic content analysis
that makes the linking similar according to subjects or keywords on the social
media content.
The proposed model for the social media engine is based on Enhanced Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (E-LDA) as a semantic indexing algorithm, combined
with Tag Rank as social network ranking algorithm.
Simulation Results have shown better performance in both indexing and
ranking phases. In indexing phase, E-LDA algorithm produces better
precision and recall with 4% than LDA basic algorithm, and absolutely best
performance comparing with the previous indexing algorithms used in web.
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In ranking phase, Tag Rank algorithm based on topic per document
distribution resulting from E-LDA have shown better performance in
precision and recall with approximately 5%. And best results in Mean
Average Precision(MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) comparing to other ranking algorithms.
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Chapter One:
ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ
Introduction:

1.1 Introduction
Social media are emerging field in information interchange, worldwide used
and wanted. It is a challenging subject to do a research in social media field as
it was and still affecting us in every aspect of our lives [1].
Ellison and Boyd defined social networks (SN) as web-based services that
allow users to build a public or semi-public profile within a system, connect
to a list of other users by sharing a connection, and view and extend their list
of connections and those made by others within the system. The nature of
these connections may vary from (SN) site to another [2].
While WonKim et al. had defined the social Websites as those Websites that
facilitate the formation of online communities to the people, and share usercreated contents (UCCs). The people may restricted users who are members
of a closed community or organization, such as universities, corporations,
political societies and parties, or professional societies. On the other hand,
people may be users of the open [3].
The society may be a network of friends whose friendship is extended to be
online, online colleagues, or interest groups based on hobbies, interests,
causes, professions, ethnicity, or gender, etc.). The UCC maybe pictures,
videos, bookmarks of web links, users’ profiles, user’s activities, text such as
blog, micro blog, and comments, etc.
The sharing of the UCC means posting, watching, and commenting of the
UCC, also it may include voting, saving, and re-broadcast the UCC.

The improvement in retrieved contents in social media should be given
attention as it reflects the quality and integrity of social media in general. The
new perspective was to introduce semantics into social network to get
Semantic Social Network (SSN) in which relations and social graph are built
according to the words meanings, especially keywords which are widelyknown as Tags in the social media network.
2

In current social media networks, links between contents are constructed by
many ranking techniques according to the way to deal with data, importance
and priority of data. Such as posts on Facebook, hashtags in Twitter, and jobs
and experiences in LinkedIn, etc. And so data must be ranked in a way that
links constructing the social graph will reflect natural distribution and
connection between nodes of the social media. A rank for each node is given
by making iterative process of weights in network. In Semantic Social
Networks, this weight can be given according to semantic content of the
social media node.

1.2 Overview of Semantic Social Networks
Semantic Content of Semantic Social Network which is large and complex
collections of data and that is known nowadays as ―Big Data‖[4] must be
indexed before ranking process. This can be achieved by introducing semantic
indexing algorithms to process content of Semantic Social Networks[5].
Improving indexing output and choosing the proper rank algorithm will affect
the quality of the social graph and how nodes will be linked in semantic social
network.
The existence of various ranking algorithms depending on how dealing with
content which affects the quality of the output of the ranking. So the ranking
of contents in social media should be based on some criteria that reflects
really-related topics or links to the content. This can be achieved by
depending on semantic indexing algorithms that gives the actual relations
depending on the topic of the contents. Figure 1.1 shows an example of
semantic social network.
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Figure 1.1 An Example of Semantic Social Network [6]

The circles represent people (such as P1), and the squares represent things
(contents) in the semantic social network (such as T1), and triangles represent
behavior of people and things (such as B1). The lines between these entities
represent the semantic social link between people, things and behaviors [6].

1.3 Overview of Multi-Agent Systems
For Indexing and Ranking processes. The Concept of Multi-Agent system
(MAS) is a great addition to give good, improving, and self-learning
mechanism especially in social networks. Multi-Agent Systems are
computerized system consisted of multiple agents that interact intelligently
within the environment which can be used to solve problems [7].
An agent is a computerized system that is qualified to do actions
independently on behalf of the user or the owner by determining what is
needed to be done to achieve the objectives that it was designed to achieve,
rather than just carrying out the actions that it was being programmed to do
directly [8].
Agents have different categories starting from simple agents to complex ones.
Some categorizations suggested categorizing agents to passive agents, which
means agents with no goals like obstacle, or key in any simple simulation, and
active agents, which means agents implemented with simple goals like birds
in flocking, and cognitive agents, which can carry out complex computations
and self-learning abilities [8]. In addition, agent environments can be divided
4

into three main categories: virtual environment, discrete environment and
continuous environment.
Agent environments have many properties, such as accessibility, which means
that the possibility of the agent to gather complete information about the
environment, determinism which focused on the probability that a definite
effect can be caused by an action performed in the environment, periodicity
which shows if an agent actions in certain time could affect other periods) [9],
and dimensionality which checks if the spatial characteristics are important
factors in the environment and if the agent considers space in its decision
making process [10]. Agent actions in an environment are interfered using a
specific middleware. Moreover, this middleware offers a design that reflects
the concept of multi-agent systems, providing ways to manage resource
access and making the needed agent coordination [11].
The agents in a multi-agent system have several important characteristics [7]:
 Autonomy: which means that agents are independent, self-aware, and
autonomous.
 Local views: it means that there is no agent that has a full vision of the
system, or the system is complicated that an agent cannot make
practical utilization of such knowledge.
 Decentralization: which means that there is no agent that is acting as
central agent controlling the other agents [12].
Figure 1.2 shows a simple concept of an intelligent agent job and interactions
[13].

5

Figure 1.2 An Example of Simple Agent Process [13]

As shown in Figure 1.2, the agent role is to percept data from the environment
which is the semantic social network and grabs the documents and based on
programmed logic rules the agent make the decision and do the needed action
in the environment. This type of agents makes the decision as a reaction to
specific changes in the environment. And for that it is defined as simple ones.
However, there is more intelligent type of agents which is the self-learning
agent, which makes the decision not only based on logic rules that are
programmed in the agent but also based on learning information that are
stored from previous experiments. Figure 1.3 shows the concept of selflearning intelligent agent [13].

6

Figure 1.3 An Example of Self-Learning Intelligent Agent [13]

As shown in Figure 1.3, the agent percepts data and grabs the documents from
the environment (SSN) and by using the learning elements it updates the
performance elements. The agent builds the knowledge base by updating the
learning elements based on critics that represent the feedback from the whole
system that the agent is working in. And this knowledge base generates
problems that can be used as condition rules to be used in the decision that the
agent will make to do the needed action in the environment.
In social networks, the multi-agent implementation theories have two main
perspectives: user perspective and network perspective.
In user perspective, the agents will be the user accounts [20], which means
that each account will act as an agent in mediating data and negotiating
connections with the other agents to enlarge their social network.
Nevertheless, in the network perspective, the agents will be carrying out some
central operations such as filtering data, managing connectivity, and building
the social graph.
Because we are discussing the semantic social network the perspective of
semantics must be an important role to be done by agents in the multi-agent
implementation of semantic social network.
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In this thesis, we will concentrate on some roles done by agents, which are
parsing data, building semantic index of the data, then ranking this index, and
finally building connections between contents according to the rank output.

1.4 Research Methodology
In the thesis, the research is mainly focused on the proposing new model of
Semantic Social Network based on Multiagent system. Based on our finding
from the state of art and studying many researches that proposed models for
SSN, we propose a model which is based on combining the proper semantic
indexing algorithm with the proper ranking algorithm. Therefore, we study
previous researches of the ranking algorithms used in social networks. Based
on this previous work, we make the comparison between these algorithms
based on the literature review in this field, and the simulation results to
choose the suitable algorithm that we will use in this thesis which is the Tag
Rank algorithm.
Then, we study the semantic indexing algorithms and check the strengths and
weaknesses of these algorithms based on previous researches that discussed
the semantic indexing. The previous researches made clear simulation results
that we can conclude the proper semantic indexing algorithm to be used in
this thesis. Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) was the chosen indexing
algorithm because the previous works have shown that it has better
performance.
Then, we propose the model of Semantic Social Network based on LDA and
Tag Rank algorithms. With the perspective of multi-agent systems concept.
In this thesis, we will use MATLAB as the simulation software as it is a very
good in processing matrices which the data we are dealing with is matrices of
semantics and indexes of these semantics.
The simulation phase is composed of two main parts, the first part is the
enhancements on indexing algorithm (LDA) and comparing our work with the
other algorithms based on specific metrics that will be discussed in section 1.7
in this chapter. This comparison shows that the proposed enhancement will
get better index results.
The second part is combining the indexing with ranking by getting the index
from LDA and rank this index by Tag Rank and comparing our results with
8

previous work. Showing by using specific metrics for ranking that our
algorithm produces better results.

1.5 Motivation
Social media are emerging field in information interchange, worldwide used
and wanted. Social medial also affects many aspects of our day life.
The social media networks facing problem due to fast data increasing and the
amount of data is getting big in high rates. This data in most of the social
media networks does not reflect true or actual reality. On the contrary, the
integrity of data depends on user’s inputs.
The data in social media network should be parsed, indexed and ranked
according to the topic of the content entered by the user, which means that
data in social media network must be processed by semantic indexing
algorithms and then ranked by social ranking algorithm according to the index
result. The improvement of the retrieved contents in social media on the
criteria above will give us quality and integrity of data in social media
networks.
Moreover, the processes of semantic indexing and ranking should be
autonomous, and here the idea of multi-agent systems can achieve this goal.
This motivates us to propose new perspective of social media networks,
which is the multi-agent semantic social network. In this proposed
perspective, we connect the semantic index with the social ranking
algorithms. In addition, each algorithm will be the role of an agent that carries
out this task in the proposed model.
The proposed model shows an enhanced semantic indexing algorithm. And
also ranking algorithm which reflects more integrity in social media network.

1.6 Problem Statement
The semantic social networks have many different ranking algorithms
depending on how contents are dealt with. Most of indexing algorithms are
using term-frequency-based indexing. And if we need to improve the quality
of the output of the ranking we should use good criteria which reflects the
integrity of the contents.
9

There are many semantic indexing algorithms that are used. So we need to
choose the proper algorithm that will produce enhancement in precision and
recall for indexing output.
In SSN, ranking algorithms used different parameters to rank the content that
are based on users’ input. So using rank algorithm that reflects the actual
content of SN.

1.7 Metrics for Evaluating Indexing and Ranking
In this thesis, we use main four metrics; two for evaluating indexing which
are precision and recall. The other two is for evaluating ranking and these
metrics are mean average precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [24].
1) Precision: is the relation between the number of relevant documents
retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant documents
retrieved, expressed usually as a percentage.
2) Recall: is the relation between the number of relevant documents
retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the dataset,
expressed as a percentage. Figure 1.4 shows the relation between
precision and recall.
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Figure 1.4 Precision and Recall [24]

3) Mean Average Precision (MAP): is the precision-at-k score of a
ranking y, averaged over all the positions k of relevant documents.
4) Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): is a
normalization of the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) where (DCG)
is a weighted sum of the relevancy degree of the ranked items. The
weight is a decreasing function of the rank of the object, and therefore
called discount. The reason for using the discount is that the probability
that a user views a document decreases with respect to its rank.
In chapter 5, in the simulation results discussion we will discuss these metrics
and show their mathematical equations to evaluate our results.

1.8 Thesis Contributions
As data integrity is one of the main challenges in semantic social networks,
many methods were introduced to improve the quality of information
depending on the way this information processed. So the proper indexing and
11

ranking the data in semantic social network will definitely give its impact on
the results.
In this thesis, we have done the following contributions:
 We have Proposed a new novel model of semantic social network based
on the concept of multi-agent systems.
 We have designed new architecture of (SSN) based on combining
semantic indexing algorithm (LDA) with Tag Rank.
 We have enhanced (LDA) in a new improved algorithm (E-LDA) because
we have chosen the proper parameters of the algorithm to get the best
output.
 Enhanced- LDA (E-LDA) is also improved by designing a filter to get the
best output from semantic indexing algorithm to be passed to the ranking
algorithm.
 Enhanced- LDA (E-LDA) combined with Tag Rank are improved
algorithms because the data processed reflects the self-learning feature
which can be applied to multi-agent systems.

1.9 Literature Review
In this literature review, some research studies concentrated on the application
of multi-agent systems in social networks and also some outreach for
semantic social networks. While other researches discussed the
implementation of several ranking techniques in social networks. While some
other papers tried to apply the semantic indexing techniques in social
networks.
Vadoodparast and Taghiyareh proposed a multi-agent structure called
MAFIM, which will be used to maximize the use of the product in dynamic
social networks. MAFIM consists of two types of agents: model agents and
solution provider agents. These agents view the dynamic social network as
successive static network snapshots and, in connection with this, choose a
budget assignment policy so that each snapshot gets its share from the budget
determined by the sales manager. Based on MAFIM, the authors presented
MASPEL - a single product model that takes into account network
communities, their judgments about each other and their ability to profit.
MASPEL uses a specific budget assignment policy, in which budgets are
assigned to advertising campaigns in a gradually decreasing manner. This
12

study showed that it is more effective to run many short-lived campaigns
instead of a few long-lived ones [14].
Wang and Djurić suggested that agents supposed to build knowledge from the
decisions of previous agents and update this ―beliefs‖ using Bayesian theory.
The authors defined the concept of social belief in the truthfulness of the two
hypotheses and gave results on the convergence of social beliefs. They also
proved that with the proposed random policy it is possible to avoid the
information cascade and to obtain asymptotic training. They then applied a
random policy to data models that represent observations on the distribution
belonging to an exponential family [15].
While Zhang, et al. described the conceptual structure of semantics in the
cloud. The structure consists of 8 parts. Their model includes: the semantic
interface of social search, the semantic parser, the semantic social rank, the
semantic index base, the base of social relations, the module of semantic
social computing, the massive processing of data and the distributed file
system ―Hadoop‖ [6].
Jiang, et al. presented a new model of task distribution based on the
mechanism of relational reputation, where the agent's past behavior in
matching the resources of the task can affect its probability of distributing
new tasks in the future. In this model, an agent who introduces more reliable
resources with less access time during the execution of the task gets a higher
reputation in the negotiations and can receive a discriminatory distribution of
new tasks [16].
In the field of Tag ranking, Montañés, et al. offered a tag recommendation
based on logistic regression, which, according to their research, is free from
the use of content information, providing ranking of certain tags and learning
only from relationships among users, previously placed resources and tags,
avoiding the cost of using the content of resources [17].
Lu, et al. proposed a system of social re-registration to search for images
based on tags, taking into account the relevance and diversity of the image.
They are aimed at reorienting images in accordance with their visual
information, semantic information and social prompts. Initial results include
images contributed by various social users. Usually, each user contributes
several images. First, sort these images by re-ranking between users. Users
who have a higher contribution to this query are higher. Then, the user is reranked sequentially within the set of images of ranked users, and only the
most relevant image from the set of images of each user is selected. These
13

selected images are the final results. The authors also built an inverted index
structure for the social image data set to speed up the search process [18].
While Qian, et al. suggested an approach to re-tag social images with diverse
semantics. Both the relevance of the tag to the image and its semantic
compensation for already defined tags are merged to determine the final tag
list for the image. Unlike existing approaches to image placement, top-level
ranked tags are not only very important to the image, but also have significant
semantic compensation to each other [19].
For the implementation of MAS in social networks Enrico Franchi introduced
a multi-agent system that implements a fully distributed social networking
system that supports user profiles as Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) profiles.
This means that users should be the sole owner of the information they
provide and solve design privacy issues. And users are represented by agents
who provide mediation in access to confidential data and actively interact
with other agents to expand their social network to their users. The author
introduced the distributed connection detection algorithm used by agents, and
detailed the presentation of data in the users’ profiles used to support the
algorithm [20].
The approach of the Fengs and Jin was to rank the tags in descending order of
their correspondence to this image and that, according to the authors, greatly
simplifies the problem. In addition, the authors proposed a method that
combines prediction models for different tags in a matrix and discards the
rating of tags in the problem of matrix reconstruction. What introduces matrix
tracing is to explicitly control the complexity of the model, so a reliable
prediction model can be learned for tag ranking even if the tag space is large
and the number of training images is limited [21].
Zhang, et al. proposed a personalized method for estimating social images
based on a custom image model. The purpose of this is the effective use of
tags, the social image tags are redistributed according to the contents of the
image and to obtain user preferences, the custom image-tag model is
constructed with a three-way graph in accordance with the relationship
between users, images and vertices-volume tags; and a personal system of
social recommendations is implemented on the basis of the user image model
[22].
As shown in this literature review there are many suggested models to
represent semantic social network depending on the concept of multi agent
systems. Also other models discussed suggestions how to implement tags in
14

semantic social network. While other researches concentrated on the
improvement of semantics structure in social network.
All of the researches discussed in this section guided us in our research track
to represent the multi agent implementation of semantic social network based
on semantic indexing and tag ranking. The next section shows the structure of
our research.

1.10 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
This thesis proposes a new model of semantic social network based on
Tag Rank. Hence, in chapter 2 we discuss the ranking algorithms. Including
discussing the classification depending on the web mining techniques used.
Showing the mathematical models of the ranking algorithms. Comparing their
parameters, importance, and limitations. And summarizing with showing the
decision of what algorithm is chosen in this thesis.
Chapter 3 is about semantic indexing algorithms. It shows classification
of these algorithms and the criteria of the indexing process. Discussing the
models of these indexing algorithms, their strengths and weaknesses.
Comparing them based on previous researches. Summarize the chapter with
the decision of the chosen algorithm in this thesis.
In chapter 4, we represent the proposed model. Which is a new
architecture of the social media engine based on the concept of multi-agent
systems. Discussing the behavior of this model by flowcharts, pseudocode
and AUML sequence diagram. Also representing the mathematical model and
the functions to be used in the simulation.
Chapter 5 is about simulation and results. The start is with introducing
the used simulation tools in this research and a description of the dataset used
in simulation. Then the metrics that were considered in this research are
provided. After that, the results of the simulation are provided with the
analysis of these results.
Chapter 6 provides the conclusion of this thesis and suggests future
work to improve and enhance the field of this research.
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Chapter Two:
ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ
Ranking in Social Networks:

2.1 Introduction

Data mining is the extraction or extraction of knowledge from many data
called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [23], which is the result
of the natural evolution of information technology. The technology of data
mining attaches great importance to the development of information
industries, which are developing rapidly. The intellectual processing of
data mining is influenced by numerous practices, including database
system, statistics, machine learning and data analysis, etc. Many methods
of data mining and special tools are available nowadays. In many areas of
research, data was used, such as a database, data analysis and machine
learning. Information Retrieval (IR) is a method used in Data Mining for
searching in huge databases for obtaining related documents. IR refers to
the science of information retrieval in documents, texts, relational
databases, multimedia files and on the World Wide Web (WWW). Many
users are concerned about the area (IR), such as professional researchers,
librarians, strategic and political analysts and marketers. Applications of
(IR) are different and not only exclude extracting information from large
documents, filtering spam, probing in digital libraries, filtering
information, extracting objects from images, classifying and clustering
documents and searching the Internet. With the increase in the number of
web pages and users on the Internet [25], the number of requests sent to
search engines is also growing rapidly. Therefore, search engines should be
more efficient in their way of their processing and their output. Web
mining techniques are introduced in the search engines to extract relevant
documents from the Web database and provide the necessary information
to the manipulators.
Search engines have become prosperous and trendy if they use the proper
ranking methods, and these days it is very thriving because of the use of the
ranking algorithm.
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Search engines use ranking algorithms to view search results based on
reputation, relevance, and results of content and web mining techniques to
order them in the same way as the user [26]. Some ranking algorithms
depend only on the structure of document links, which means their
popularity, and they are called algorithms for intellectual analysis of the
web structure mining algorithms. Other algorithms focus on content in
documents that are known as web content mining algorithms, and some use
a modification of the content of the document, as well as a link structure to
determine the result of a rank for a particular document. If the displayed
search results are not displayed in accordance with the user's interest, the
search engine will lose its reputation. Thus, ranking algorithms have
become very important for search engines [27].

2.2 Web Mining Overview

Web mining is the mechanism for classifying web pages and Internet users,
taking into account the content of the page and the behavior of the Internet
user in the past. The application of data mining technology is web
development, which is used spontaneously to search and retrieve
information from the World Wide Web (WWW). In accordance with the
purposes of the analysis, Web Mining has three main branches, which are:
Web Content Mining (WCM), Web Structure Mining (WSM) and Web
Usage Mining (WUM) [28].
WCM is the process of extracting useful information from the content of
web credentials. Web-based credentials can consist of text, audio, video,
images, or structured records, such as tables and lists. Mining can be
targeted on web documents, as well as on pages of results created with the
help of a search engine. There are two approaches in the field of content
mining, called the agent-based approach, and the database-based approach.
The method of the agent is based on the search for suitable information
using the uniqueness of a specific domain for the interpretation and
organization of the information collected. The database approach is used to
return semi-structure data from the Internet.
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WUM is the method of extracting useful information from secondary data
resulting from user interactions during surfing on the Internet. It retrieves
data collected in server referrer logs, access logs, agent logs, user profiles,
and cookies on the metadata side.
The aim of the WSM is to create a structural abstraction about a website
and a web page. He tries to determine the structure of hyperlink links at the
level of the document "bury". Based on the hyperlink topology, intelligent
processing of the web structure will classify web pages and generate
information similar to the similarity and interconnection between different
websites.
This type of mining can be performed at the document level (intra-page) or
at the hyperlink level (inter-page). It is important to evaluate the structure
of web data for information retrieval. Three categories of web development
and own application areas are described, including site improvement,
business analytics, web personalization, site modification, usage
characteristics and page ranking, classification etc. Figure 2.1 [29] shows
an overview of the classification of the web mining types.

Figure 2.1 Classification of Web Mining Types [29]
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2.3 Ranking Algorithms

2.3.1 Page Rank:
Usually in Google, in Page Rank, if the page contains important links to it,
links to this page on another page should also be considered important pages.
And PageRank finds feedback in determining the score of the rank.
PageRank works by counting the number and quality of links to a page to
determine an approximate estimate of how important a website is. The initial
assumption is that more important websites are likely to get more links from
other sites. The rank of the page considers the feedback in determining the
score of the rank [30].
So assume we have two pages, u and v:

( )

( )

∑

(2.1)

( )

Where
is the set of all pages linked to page , and ( ) is the number of
links from page .
Considering the damping factor, the page rank will be:

( )

(

)

∑

( )

(2.2)

( )

This ranking algorithm does not reflect the content of the pages, but it
concentrates on the number of links associated with the page. Figure 2.2
shows an illustration of page rank algorithm.
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Figure 2.2 Page Rank Algorithm Illustration [30]

2.3.2 Weighted Page Rank:
Weighted Page Rank algorithm (WPR) is an improvement of the original
PageRank ranking algorithm [31]. (WPR) decides ranking score based on the
popularity of pages, taking into account the importance of both page in-links
and page out-links. This algorithm provides a high rank value for more
popular pages and does not divide the rank of the page among its link pages.
Each page of links is assigned a rating value based on its popularity. The
popularity of the page is determined by monitoring the number of incoming
and outgoing links. For example, for the pages u, p and v the weight rank is:

(

)

(

∑

Where ,
are numbers of in-links of pages
page list of page
(

Where

,

)

)

( )

∑

(
( )

are numbers of out-links of pages
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and p, ( ) is the reference

and p.

)

2.3.3 Hyper-link Induced Topic Search (HITS) Algorithm:
The HITS algorithm evaluates the web page by processing links and
references. In HITS, a web page is called authority and a hub, if the web page
is indicated by many hyperlinks, it is called "Power", and if the page is
pointing to different hyperlinks and the web page is called a hub [32].
Concentrators are pages that act as resource lists. Authorities are pages
containing the main content. A decent hub is a page that points to many
authoritative pages of this content, and a good authority is the page indicated
by many good hub pages on the same content. A page can be a good center
and a good authority at the same time. He uses an iterative algorithm to
calculate the concentrator and authoritative weights.
The HITS algorithm consists of two steps: the first step is the sampling step,
the second is the iterative step. Sampling step is a set of relevant pages for this
query is gathered. While in the iterative step, Hubs and authorities are
detected using the output of the sampling step. Following expressions are
used to calculate the weight of Hub (Hp) and the weight of Authority (Ap).

(

)

∑

(

)

∑

(

)

(

)

Here Hub score of a page is (Hq) and authority score of page is (Aq). I(p) is
set of reference pages of page p and B(p) is set of referrer pages of page p.
The weight of the authority pages is proportional to the weights of the hub
pages that reference to the authority page. While another one is, the weight of
the hub page is proportional to the weights of the authority pages that the hub
pages’ links. Figure 2.3 shows Hubs and Authorities in HITS rank algorithm.
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Figure 2.3 HITS Hubs and Authorities [32]

As shown on Figure2.3. The calculation of Hubs and Authorities will be:
(

)

(

)

2.3.4 Time Rank Algorithm:
The Time Rank algorithm is used to improve rank score by using the time of
visiting a web page [33]. This algorithm measures the time it takes to visit the
page after applying the original and improved methods of the ranking
algorithm of the web page to find out about the degree of importance for
users. This algorithm uses the time factor to improve the accuracy of the
ranking of a web page. Time rank can be assumed a web usage mining
algorithm structure. The mathematical model of this algorithm is as
following:

( () )

( ( ))
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(

( ))

(

)

Where ( ) is the topic i of each page. And

( ( ))means the proportion of
pages related to topic I in the whole pages set. ( ( ) ) Means the
probability of the query q belonging to topic i.
The topic sensitive page rank used in the Time Rank is given by:

()

()

∑

(

)

()

(

)

Where single jump probability 1/n is replaced by Et = {E(1), E(2).......E(n)}, n
is the no. of topics.
()
Where

{

(2.11)

number of pages related to topic.

There are n TSPR scores corresponding to the topics. It is calculated statically
offline. After some time of search engines running, the time vector associated
with the topics for each page can be calculated, and therefore, each page is
assigned as a page rank depending on the time of visit.

()

()

( )

(

)

Where time vector Tv = {T(1), T(2), .....T(n)}. And T( i ) is the user’s total
visiting time of a page related to topic i.
Time Rank means that regardless of the similarity of the similar structure of
the links of the two web pages, the page with a longer visit time gets a high
score.
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2.3.5 Edge Rank:
Edge Rank is this name an algorithm that was used by Facebook to determine
which articles should be displayed in the user's news feed [34]. Every action
that their friends take is potential newsfeed story. Facebook calls each one of
these actions as an "Edge". This means that every time a friend sends a status
update, comments on another status update, tags a photo, joins a fan page or
an RSVP response (a response from an invited person) to the event that it
generates an "Edge", and the story of this Edge can appear in the user's
private newsfeed.
It would be absolutely amazing if all the possible stories of your friends were
shown in the news line. Therefore, Facebook created an algorithm to predict
how interesting each story is for each user. Facebook calls this algorithm
"Edge Rank", because it ranks the edge. Then they filter each user's news feed
to show only the most popular stories for that particular user . The general
equation of this algorithm is:

(

)

Where
is the affinity score (between viewing users and edge creator).
Weight for the edge type (create, comment, like, tag, etc.) and
time decay
factor.

2.3.6 Tag Rank:
Tag Rank is a new suggested technique similar to the page rank, but it works
with tags and links between nodes, depending on the presence of a tag in the
content of social networks [35].
This algorithm digs out the behavior of web user annotations, calculates the
heat of the tags. Using the time factor of the new data source tag and the
behavior of Web user annotations. It can respond to the true quality of tags
more externally and improve the reliability of page ranking. This algorithm
provides the best authentication method for ranking web pages. The results of
this algorithm are very accurate, and this algorithm better indexes new
information resources.
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In a simple way, when we get the semantic index by the indexing agent, the
task of the rating agent is to build a weight matrix of Tag-Pair (TWM) as a
rank matrix depending on the result of indexing. The mathematical model of
the Tag Rank based on the research of DaeHoon Hwang can be summarized
as following [36] [37].:
First creating TFM which is (Tag Frequency Matrix) which is the sum of Tag
Matrices TM depending on tag simultaneous appearance:
So
(
content.
And

do not appear simultaneously on certain

)

(

appear simultaneously on certain content.

)

And so Tag Frequency Matrix is
(

)

(

∑

)

(

)

(

)

Lastly, the Tag-Pair Weight Matrix can be computed as follows:

(

Where

(

)

)

(

)

(

)

is an entry of tag-pair similarity matrix.

Tag Rank algorithm is so vital in social network as it uses tags which are very
important content in most of social media networks.

2.4 Comparison of Ranking Algorithms

Table 2.1 shows a comparison between the ranking algorithms discussed in
this chapter [38] [39]:
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Table 2.1 A Comparison between Rank algorithms
Algorithm

Input

Importance

Limitations

Used
in
websites which
receive
links
from
other
websites.
Considering
popularity
of
the page beside
the in and out
links.

Results come at
indexing time,
not on query
time

Concentrates on
the relevancy
and referencing
of Hub and
Authority
pages.
Improves
the
page rank score
by adding the
visiting time.

Topic drift and
efficiency
problems

Web
Mining
Technique

Methodology

Page Rank

Web
Structure
Mining

Computing
the
score for pages at
the
time
of
indexing them.

Back Links

Weighted
Page Rank

Web
Structure
Mining

Back Links
and
Forward
Links

HITS

Web
Structure/
Content
Mining

Calculating weight
of web pages on
the basis of weight
and importance of
input and outgoing
links
Computing hubs
and authority of
the relevant pages.

Time Rank

Web Usage
Mining

Using visiting time
to be added to the
computational
score of page rank
algorithm of the
page.

Original
Page Rank
and Server
Log.

Edge Rank

Web Content
Mining

Computing
Affinity score and
edge type product

Affinity
Score/
Edge Type

Good for Social
network.

Tag Rank

Web Content
Mining

Sequential clicking
for
sequence
vector calculation
with the use of
random
surfing
model.

Popular
Tags/
related
Bookmarks
.

High for social
networks.

Parameters

Content,
Back Links
and
Forward
Links.

Ignoring
relevancy.

Important pages
are
ignored
because
they
increase
the
rank of web
pages,
which
are opened for
long time.
Promoting
content affects
score.
The user inserts
the tag and may
be irrelevant.

Table 2.1 shows the web mining technique used for each ranking algorithms.
Also it explains the methodology of each algorithm, its input parameters, its
importance by showing the strength points, and the limitation, which is the
weaknesses of each algorithm. As shown in Table 2.1, the most suitable input
parameter for our research is the keywords, tags and bookmarks.
Which means that Tag Rank is the best ranking algorithm based on the input
parameter. While PR, WPR and HITS concentrate on the back links and
forward links. In addition, Time Rank concentrates on the visiting time, which
can be obtained from the server log. Moreover, Edge Rank gets the Affinity
score and edge type as input parameters.
As shown in Table 2.1, Tag Rank is also important for social networks, and
this means that in semantic social networks Tag Rank can be more reliable
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ranking algorithm. On the other hand, Edge Rank was good algorithm for
social networks but it is not good for semantic social networks because it did
not deal with the semantic contents of the edges. PR, WPR and HITS deal
with pages, their links, their popularity, their relevancy and referencing and
that is not reflecting the actual perspective of the semantic social network.
Time Rank also adds the visiting time to the page rank score.
PR has drawback that the results come at the indexing time not on the query
time, which means any updates after indexing are not included in the time of
retrieval of the information. WPR drawback is ignoring the relevancy and that
is because it depends on the popularity caused by out links. HITS has
problems in efficiency and topic drifting issues that affects the output to be
irrelevant to search or link topic. Time Rank sometimes ignores important
pages because they were opened for a long time and by its algorithm will be
dropped. Edge Rank problem is that the promoted contents is affecting the
rank score and that means ranking is not only based on data but also in
marketing this data to be shown to the user on the personal news feeds. Tag
Rank problem is that the user selects the tags of the content and that may
cause irrelevant links to be created based on this created tags.
2.5 Summary
As shown in Table 2.1, the Tag rank algorithm is the best algorithm to be
used on semantic social network, although it has a weak point which is that
tags are entered by the users.
In this thesis, we will overcome this weak point as the tags will not be entered
by the users, but will be imported by semantic indexing results, which we will
discuss its algorithms in the next chapter (Chapter 3). And the indexing
process will be carried out by the indexing agent which will be discussed on
the proposed model discussed on Chapter 4.
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Chapter Three:
ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ
Indexing Algorithm:

3.1 Introduction
Indexing algorithms - mainly in search engines - collect, parse, analyze and
store data to facilitate quick and accurate information retrieval [40]. Index
design includes interdisciplinary concepts from linguistics, cognitive
psychology, mathematics, computer science and informatics. An alternative
name for the process in the context of search engines intended for searching
web pages on the Internet is web indexing.
When dealing with information retrieval, stored documents are identified by
sets of terms that are used to represent the contents of the document. The
indexing process is the assignment of the index for documents in the
collection of documents. The index of terms can be predefined as a fixed set
of controlled vocabulary or can be any additional words that the indices
consider to be related to the topic of the document.
As more and more texts are available, the indexing of the natural language
and the computer choice of indexing terms from texts are becoming more and
more used.
Popular search engines focus on full-text indexing of online documents in
natural language. Media types, such as video, audio and graphics, are also
searchable. And search engines get the best result of the semantic indexing
algorithms introduced to get the actual content index of social network
content.

3.2 Categorization of Indexing Algorithms
Indexing algorithms are computer science related techniques that involves
machine learning. The indexing is simply building structures that approximate
concepts from a large set of documents. And can be applied in construction of
text mining in information retrieval systems.
Semantic Indexing Algorithms have two main generations of indexing
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 Lexical-based indexing: which means that index will be constructed based
on frequency of words in document and similarity between documents
based on the frequency of certain word. This generation algorithms do not
capture the position of word in the text, neither semantics, nor cooccurrences in different documents. In other words, these algorithms deal
with bag-of words models without considering meaning. An example of
these algorithms is TF-IDF, and VSM.
 Semantic- based indexing: which involves analysis of a corpus, which is
the task of building structures that approximate concepts from a large set
of documents. Some of this generation techniques uses natural relations
between set of documents and terms they contain. Such as LSI. Others
introduced probability modeling to downsize the occurrence indexes. Such
as PLSI. While some other algorithms involve attributing document terms
to topics. Such as LDA. But all these algorithms are concentrating on the
semantic not the lexical level. And that means they deal with terms not
words.
Figure 3.1 shows the categorization of the indexing algorithms.
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Figure 3.1 Categorization of Indexing Algorithms

In the next section, an overview of each algorithm will be discussed in more
details; such as the model, advantages and disadvantages of each one.

3.3 Indexing Algorithms
3.3.1 Term Frequency- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF):
TF-IDF is a numeric statistic designed to reflect how important a word is for a
document in a collection [40]. It is often used as a weighting factor when
searching for information and intellectual analysis of the text. The TF-IDF
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value increases in proportion to the number of times the word appears in the
document [41], but is often offset by the frequency of the word in the case,
which helps to adapt to the fact that some words appear more often in general.
The mathematical equation for this technique is:

(

Where
is the score between query and document .
term frequency and
is the Inverse Document Frequency.

)

is the

TF-IDF is one of the most popular term-weighting schemes. Variations of the
TF-IDF weighting scheme are often used by search engines as a central tool
in scoring and ranking a document's relevance given a user query.

3.3.2 Vector Space Model (VSM):
VSM is an algebraic model for representing text documents and other objects
containing linguistic semantics for search [42]. VSM represents terms as
identifier vectors (indices). This model is used for filtering information,
searching, indexing and ranking the relevance. VSM is often used with TDIDF for weighing.
In VSM, documents and queries are represented in the form of vectors. The
way to determine which document is similar to another document or to a
query is to calculate the cosine of the angle between the vectors representing.
The similarity equation is:

(

⃗ (
|⃗ (

)

) ⃗(
)|| ⃗ (

)

(

)|

)

The query score is the similarity between document d and query q can be
computed using the following equation:
(

)

⃗ ( ) ⃗( )
⃗
| ( )|| ⃗ ( )|

where the norm of the vector is:
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3.3.3 Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI):
LSI is another natural language processing method which is used to discover
information about the meaning of words [43]. LSI analyzes the relationship
between the set of documents and the terms contained in them and assumes
that words similar in meaning will occur in similar fragments of the text. LSI
then constructs a matrix of words (terms) per document and uses the singular
value decomposition (SVD) to reduce and divide the large matrix into small
orthogonal components. Finally, present the word vectors in the documents.
The process of LSI is as following:
Given documents d1,…,dm and vocabulary words w1,…,wn, we construct
a document-term matrix X Rm×n where xij describes the occurrence of
word wj in document di. (For example, xij can be the raw count, 0-1 count, or
TF-IDF.)
The dot product of row vectors is the document similarity, while the dot
product of column vectors is the word similarity.
To reduce the dimensionality of X, truncated SVD is applied:

∑
Each column of

and

(

)

corresponds to a document topic.

Now we can find similarity between
rows i and j of .

and

by finding the dot product of

And find documents relevant to the search query d by applying the SVD
mapping on d and taking dot products with the rows of .

3.3.4 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI):
PLSI is a statistical method for analyzing co-occurring data [44]. Compared
with the standard latent semantic analysis that results from linear algebra and
reduces the appearance tables usually through the expansion of singular
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values, PLSI is based on the decomposition of the mixture obtained from the
hidden class model. Instead of matrices, PLSI uses probability methods to
represent semantics. Instead of using matrices, PLSI uses the probabilistic
method. Its model is:
(

)

( )∑ (

) (

)

(

)

Where is the document index, is word’s topic drawn from ( ), and
is word drawn from (
). And both P(c∣d) and P(w∣c) are modeled as
multinomial distributions.
PLSI has some problems, such as it does not provide probabilistic model at
the level of documents. In addition, the number of the parameters in the
model increases linearly with increasing of the size of the document
collection. PLSI does not explain clearly the way of assigning probability to a
document in environment outside the training data.

3.3.5 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA):
LDA is an improvement to PLSI, summarizing it using Dirichlet Prior,
because the variable reflects the normal distribution of words in documents
[45].
LDA assumes that each document contains different topics, and words in the
document are generated from these topics. All documents contain a specific
set of topics, but the proportion of each topic in each document is different.
Figure 3.2 shows the graphical representation of LDA model.

Figure 3.2 LDA Model
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The generative process of the LDA model can be described as follows [46].
assuming document w in a corpus D:
1- Choose N ~ Poisson ( ).
2- Choose

~ Dir( ).

3- For each of the N words

:

(a) Choose a topic ~ multinomial distribution ( )
(b) Choose a word
from (
), a multinomial probability
conditioned on the topic .
Many simplifying assumptions are made in this basic model, such as
removing some subsequent sections.
First, the dimensionality k of the Dirichlet distribution which means that the
dimensionality of the topic variable z is assumed to be known and fixed.
Second, the word probabilities are parameterized by k
matrix where
(
) which for now we treat as a fixed quantity that is to be
estimated.
Finally, the Poisson assumption is not critical to anything that follows and
more realistic document length distributions can be used as needed.
Furthermore, note that N is independent of all the other data generating
variables ( and z). It is thus an ancillary variable and we will generally
ignore its randomness in the subsequent development. A k-dimensional
Dirichlet random variable can take values in the (k−1)-simplex (a k-vector
∑
lies in the (k−1)-simplex if
), and has the following
probability density on this simplex:
(

)

(∑
∏

)
( )

(

)

Where the parameter is a k-vector with components
>0, and where ( )
is the Gamma function.
The Dirichlet is a convenient distribution on the simplex—it is in the
exponential family, has finite dimensional sufficient statistics, and is
conjugate to the multinomial distribution.
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Given the parameters and , the joint distribution of a topic mixture , a set
of N topics z, and a set of N words w is given by:
(

(

)

)∏ (

) (

)

(

)

Where (
) is simply for the unique i such that
. Integrating over
and summing over z, we obtain the marginal distribution of a document:
(

)

∫ (

) (∏ ∑ (

) (

))

(

)

Finally, the probability (or the log-likelihood) of generating corpus is:

(

)

∏∫ (

) (∏ ∑ (

) (

(

))

)

3.4 Comparison of Indexing Algorithms

Precision

Based on [46] and [47] research studies and simulation results Figure 3.3
shows the comparison between the indexing algorithms discussed in this
section.
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Figure 3.3 Comparison between Indexing Algorithms [46] [47]
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1

As shown in Figure 3.3 LDA shows the best result for precision vs. recall
ratio, although VSM shows in a small interval at the beginning of indexing
better results than LDA.
Also LDA has the best performance between the algorithms mentioned in this
chapter and that means LDA is the best option for document indexing.

3.5 Summary
As previous researches compared between semantic indexing algorithms LDA
was the best according to the quality of output, which can be measured by
precision and recall.
In this thesis, the model has been proposed – will be discussed in the next
chapter (Chapter 4) -for semantic social network based on multi-agent
concept with main two agent roles: indexing, which is done using LDA and
ranking, that is done using Tag Rank.
In this thesis, we will use LDA algorithm and we will find the best output of
LDA indexing process based on modifying the parameters affecting the result.
In addition, we will apply filter to cut the low results of indexing to refine the
output and maintain higher precision and recall which means increasing the
integrity and relevancy of the data.
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Chapter Four: The Proposed Model for Multi-Agent Semantic
Social Networks based on Tag Rank (MSSNT)
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Introduction
System Architecture
Algorithms
Mathematical Model
Summary
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The Proposed Model for Multi-Agent Semantic Social:

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce our proposed model of the semantic social
network (MSSNT) which is multi-agent model based on network perspective
where agents carry out specific centralized roles in SSN.
The input in this model is the document collection where it contains the word
per document count. Then the final output will be the ranking of the tags,
which are the Tag Rank results of the topics index.
The proposed model is based on two main phases: the indexing phase which
is carried out by the indexing agent, and the ranking phase which is carried
out by the ranking agent.
In the indexing phase, the input is the document collection where it contains
word and document count. In this phase, the initialization is done then
document parsed to get the initial index to be processed by (LDA) algorithm.
The output of this phase is the semantic index, which contains word-per-topic
distribution and topic-per-document distribution.
In our proposed model, we have focused on the topic-per-document to be
used as tags. Therefore, in the next phase, which is the ranking phase the
input will be the topic-per-document distribution that came as index matrix. In
ranking phase, the input will be processed by Tag Rank algorithm. The final
output will the Tag ranking matrix that will be sent to build the social links in
the semantic social network.
4.2 System Architecture
Our (MSSNT) proposed model consists of the following:
-Document Collection: which are sets of raw data from social
networks to be processed.
- Indexing Agent: In this part, three main processes are carried out;
initializing documents, parsing document and indexing using
semantic indexing algorithm.
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-Index: It is the output of the document after indexer agent job
completes. It contains the topic probabilities per document. And the
word probability per topic. Topics are taken to be Tags for the first
time. To be processed in ranking process.
- P (Topic | document) ( ): This is the input of ranking process, which
is extracted from the index output. In our proposed model that we
propose that document topics will be the main tags to be ranked.
-Ranking Agent: In this part, we get the probabilities of topics per
document. Then process them to be ranked as tags. Using certain
ranking algorithm, which is based on self-learning feature which
learns from training data which is updated after each ranking and
indexing processes. Then gets the ranking output to make the links.
-Social Graph: The output of ranking agent will be used to build links
between social nodes.
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Figure 4.1 shows the proposed model architecture.

Figure 4.1 The Proposed System Architecture

As shown in Figure 4.1, the self-learning feature is implemented for both
indexing and ranking agent, which means more intelligence in the proposed
model. To explain the workflow of the proposed architecture, algorithms
should be introduced to determine the roles of each agent in the architecture
discussed earlier. The next section discusses these algorithms.

4.3 Algorithms
In this section, we will demonstrate the algorithms for our proposed model.
Our proposed model (MSSNT) has two main phases: indexing phase, and
ranking phase. The indexing phase has seven sequential steps to build the
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topic per document index document based on the document collection to be
processed. The steps of this phase are as follows:
1. Input: The system get the document collection as input which in this
thesis will be obtained from dataset to do the simulation, also gets
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

previous index output ( )and previous rank output( ) as inputs.
Parse: The document collection is parsed to give every words specific
identification number. In addition, words will be counted for each
document. Moreover, documents will be given numbers. to do the
indexing process.
Index: The process of indexing using (LDA) algorithm is done based on
identification numbers and word count.
Choose Optimal Parameters: This sub-process will be carried out to
determine the optimal parameters for (LDA) algorithm. For this
algorithm, the parameters are the number of topics ( ), and the indexing
priors (
).
Initial Index Output: The result of LDA which is the topic per
document index P(Topic| Doc) ( ) is optimized with the parameters, and
has to be filtered in order to enhance the LDA output.
Filter: In this step, the index is filtered according to specific threshold ( )
to gain better precision and recall.
Final Output: Filtered P(Topic| Doc) ( ) is passed to ranking agent.

Figure 4.2 shows this flowchart explaining the steps of the indexing phase
which is done by the indexing agent.
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Cut θ
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Final Filtered
Output θ
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End

Figure 4.2 The Flowchart of the Indexing Phase

As shown in Figure 4.2, the start is with the input of document collection,
which is parsed then indexed with choosing the optimal parameters
(
) which increases the precision and recall of the output.
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Then the output will be probability of topic per document that will be filtered
by specific threshold ( ) that will be experimentally chosen in the next
chapter (Chapter 5). The final output will be the filtered ( )which is the
output of our enhanced LDA algorithm. Which is called E-LDA.
Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudocode of the role of the indexing agent.
Algorithm 4.1. Indexing Phase Algorithm
Input: Document Collection
Start
//Indexing Agent{
Rule 1: Get {Documents, Previous Index ( ), Previous Rank (
Rule 2: Parse Document Content
for i=1 to n do //n= number of document records
{Rule 3: Start LDA Indexing Algorithm}
end for
Rule 4: Filter
{

)}

for i=1 to n do //n= number of document records
Select
Select
end for

(

,

)

//

}
Output Index (
end }
//end of indexing agent job

is threshold

)

As the indexing process is not quick process and it takes long time for big
data like data for a semantic social network. Therefore, any documents
created will not be indexed neither ranked until the next system scheduled
indexing process. To overcome this issue, any new document is parsed and its
words will be counted. Then for the most frequent words in this document, a
comparison is made based on the word count to the most frequent words. And
then the most frequent word is proposed as topic and it takes the weight as
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average to its word count in the similar documents. Note that prepositions
(such as: in, on, at, etc.) and articles (such as: the, a, an, …etc.) will not be
considered as topics because indexing process deals with passed word without
the prepositions or the articles. In the next section, we will discuss this
patching solution equation in the discussion of the mathematical model.
The next phase to be discussed is the ranking phase. In this phase,
The steps of the ranking phase is as following:
1. Input: The input for this phase is the filtered P(Topic | Doc) ( )
2. Check Filter: It ensures that all ( ) values are within the filtered values.
3. Determine perspective of ranking: in this step two tracks for processing
is done. The tracks are:
a. Per Tag: This track is to rank the documents according to
specific Tag (topic).
b. Per Document: This track is to process tags (topics) according
to specific document.
4. Compare and Maximize: In this step comparison made between values of
( ) to determine the better Tag Rank score.
a. Per Tag: For specific topic, all documents are compared to select
the document with the maximum value of ( ) for this topic.
b. Per Document: For specific document, all tags are compared to
select the tag with the maximum value of ( ) for this document.
5. Sort:
a. Per Tag: After comparison and maximization, a descending
sorting to the documents with the same topic is done based on
value of ( ).
b. Per Document: Here also a descending sorting to the topics in a
document is done based on value of ( ).
6. Output:
a. Per Tag: Tag Rank output as document ranked order for specific
tag.
b. Per Document: Tag Rank output as tag ranked order for specific
document.
Figure 4.3 shows the flowchart explaining the ranking phase.
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Figure 4.3 The Flowchart of the Ranking Phase

In Figure 4.3, the start is with the output of E-LDA algorithm with checking
that ( ) is higher than the threshold ( ). Then the Tag Rank algorithm starts to
rank ( ) as initial tag rank. The ranking algorithm is simply to maximize the
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rank. Each document will get the higher topic ranking to be the first tag. In
addition, documents will be descending ranked for each tag i.e for each topic.

Algorithm 4.2 shows the pseudocode of this phase.
Algorithm 4.2. Ranking Phase Algorithm
Input: Index (
//Ranking Agent{
Start

), Previous Rank (

)

for i=1 to n do //n= number of tags
//repeat until all tags which have larger ranks than threshold
Repeat{
//select document 1 and document 2 to be compared and maximized
=Max {
=Max {
Select Max(

}
}
)
)

Condition: While (Max(
Select Max(

) { //

is threshold

)

Sort (
)
}
i=i+1
} // until (all tags which are larger than are processed).
for j=1 to k do //k= number of documents
//repeat until all documents which have larger ranks than threshold
Repeat{
//select tag 1 and tag 2 which are columns and rows of Max(
Select Max(

)
)

Condition: While (Max(
Select Max(

)
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) { //

is threshold

)

Sort (

)

}
j=j+1
} // until (all tags which are larger than are processed).
Build Links between Tags
Output Tag Rank records
end } //end of Ranking Agent job.

As dealing with multi-agents, The AUML is used to illustrate the interactions
of an agent-based system architecture. Figure 4.4 shows the sequence diagram
model to show the interactions of the proposed model.
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Document
Collection

Index

Parse Documents

Build Semantic Index

Get Index

Apply Filter (τ )

Get P(Topic|Doc)

Rank Tags

Sort Tags

Return Tags Rankings

Tags Rankings

Figure 4.4 The System AUML Sequence Diagram

As shown in AUML diagrams, agents will be used to carry out the main two
roles in our proposed model, which are indexing and ranking.
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4.4 Mathematical Model
In this section, we will explain the mathematical model of our proposed
model.
Based on derivation of LDA in section (3.3.5) we continue in our model.
Given the parameters and , the joint distribution of a topic mixture , a set
of N topics z, and a set of N words w is given by:
(

)

(

)∏ (

) (

)

(

)

Where (
) is simply
for the unique i such that
. Integrating
over
and summing over z, we obtain the marginal distribution of a
document:

(

∫ (

)

) (∏ ∑ (

) (

))

(

)

And focusing on topic per document distribution (P(topic| doc)) ( ) we can
get our filter equation:

(

)

{

(

)∏

(

) (

)

(4.3)

As we discussed in the previous section, between the two indexing processes
may be new documents arises in (SSN) and so we have to initialize them to be
ranked and linked temporarily before the next scheduled indexing process.
For that, we suppose that we have document (d) which has a word (w) with
the highest word count. Also (d) has similar word count with (d1,d2,..dn) in
the terms (t1, t2, ..tn) where (n) is thenumber of similar documents of (d)
The initial patch weight of (w) to be considered as topic is (
equation of calculating ( )
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). So, the

(

)

(

)

And for (n) documents the general equation is:
∑

Then from this equation, we will get ( ) to be as the initial tag weight that
will be ranked:
For (k) which is the number of topics:
Maximize
∑( )

(

)

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our model. Starting with an introduction,
which gives a clear idea about the system. Then in second section, is the
architecture of our model. In the third section, algorithms and flowcharts
explaining processing flow is presented, also we use AUML to represent the
Multiagent roles and interactions in our proposed model. After that the
mathematical equations that is used in out model is provided.
Our model was represented by different methods to understand and simplify
the overview of this proposed model. And also to prepare the proper
implementation to be done in simulation chapter which is the next chapter.
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Simulation and Results:

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will present our simulation experiment for our proposed
model. In this chapter, the concept of combining index resulting from LDA
with threshold applied to be as the Tag input for the ranking algorithm has to
be proven by results and providing a good comparison between our model in
both indexing and ranking phases.

5.2 Simulation Tool
MATLAB is a powerful language for technical computing used by students,
engineers and scientists in universities, research institutes and industries
around the world [48]. The name MATLAB means MATrix LABoratory,
because its main data element is a matrix (array).
MATLAB can be used for mathematical calculations, modeling and
modeling, analysis and processing of data, visualization and graphics, and
development of algorithms.
MATLAB is widely used in universities and colleges for introductory and
advanced courses in mathematics, science and especially engineering. In the
industry, software is used in research, development and design. Standard.
The MATLAB program has tools (functions) that can be used to solve
common problems. In addition, MATLAB has additional toolbars, which are
collections of specialized programs designed to solve specific problems.
Examples include toolbars for signal processing, symbolic calculations and
control systems.
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5.3 Simulation Environment and Dataset
In this Thesis, simulation was carried out using MATLAB R2016a simulation
software under Microsoft Windows 10 operating system.
The hardware platform that carried out the software is Intel core i7-3520M
processor with 8 Gigabyte random access memory.
The simulation on the indexing phase will be carried out based on previous
simulation works done by The Natural Language Processing Group at
Stanford University [49], also on natural language labs on Iowa State
University [50], and the research toolbox from University of California, Irvine
[51], we use their MATLAB functions to implement our enhanced LDA
function.
In this thesis, the dataset is used was psychreview dataset. Which contains
Psychology Review Abstracts and collocation Data. This dataset contains
about 85000 records of words and documents. With the initial count of words
for each document and the topic.

5.4 Metrics for Evaluating Simulation
Based on section1.7 in Chapter1 we will consider the following metrics in our
simulation.
1. Precision: It is the relation between the number of relevant documents
retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant documents
retrieved, expressed usually as a percentage. The equation for calculating
precision is:
(

)

(

)

2. Recall: It is the relation between the number of relevant documents
retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the dataset,
expressed also as a percentage. The equation for calculating recall is:
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(

)

(

)

Table 5.1 shows the relation between the two equations of precision and recall
[49]:
Table 5.1 Precision and Recall Contingency Table

Retrieved
Not Retrieved

Relevant
True Positive
False Negative

Non Relevant
False Positive
False Negative

These two metrics are used for evaluating indexing algorithms. The next two
are used for evaluating ranking algorithms.
3. Mean Average Precision (MAP): It is the precision-at-k score of a
ranking y, averaged over all the positions k of relevant documents.
The equations for calculating (MAP) are:
∑

( )

(

)

(

)

(

)

Where:
∑

( ( )

( ))

And Q is the number of queries, and:
( )

{

( )

4. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): It is a
normalization of the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) where (DCG) is
a weighted sum of the relevancy degree of the ranked items. The weight is
a decreasing function of the rank of the object, and therefore called
discount.
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The equations for calculating (NDCG) are:

(

)

(

)

Where:
∑

And

is the ideal DCG at position p

In this chapter, we will evaluate our simulation with these metrics, showing
the contributions we presented and how our proposed model is a good
enhancement.
In the next section, we will discuss the enhancements were made in the
indexing algorithm to be used for the indexing agent in our proposed model.

5.5 Indexing Agent (LDA Enhancements)
In this section, we will demonstrate the enhancements and optimizations done
on LDA indexing algorithm. And discuss the results that is obtained from this
simulation.
Here we are discussing about two main contribution: first is the optimization
of the parameters of LDA process which are: , , and k.
For the used dataset, we have the true label of every document. Therefore, a
guess of k would be the number of classes. The search for all three parameters
requires too much work, so we first fix and
to find the best number of
classes k, and then with the best k we fix one of the other two remaining
parameters to find the best value of the other that produces the best precision
and recall values.
In this simulation, we select the test values as follows and based on [50]:
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*

)
*

And

+

And k= {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
First, we fix the values of

(

) and

(

) to find the best value

of k. The results were as shown on Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Precision vs. Recall for varying (k)

As shown in Figure 5.1. When k=4 (Yellow Line) we have the best precision
and recall combination, which means when we classify collection into 4 topic
classes we get the best results in indexing for the dataset used in this
simulation.
With fixing k value (k=4) and
Figure 5.2 shows the results:

(

) we have tested with varying
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Figure 5.2 Precision vs. Recall for varying ( )

As shown in Figure 5.2 when

, we get the best result.

The final parameter to be determined is , we have fixed k value (k=4) and
(
) to test varying . Figure 5.3 shows the results:
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Figure 5.3 Precision vs. Recall for varying ( )

As shown in Figure 5.3, when
results for the used dataset.

, we get the best precision vs. recall

From previous scenarios, we see that the best result of LDA is when we
choose the parameters for the used dataset as follows:
And

.

The output of the indexing process will be in the form of documents and the
related topics distribution probability. Table 5.2 shows an example of the
output of the data between the documents number 1100 and number 1120.
Table 5.2 The Topic-per-Document Index for Documents (1100-1120)

D1100
D1101
D1102
D1103
D1104
D1105

P( Topic 1| doc)

P( Topic 2| doc)

P( Topic 3| doc)

P( Topic 4| doc)

0.579888268
0.669135802
0.495302013
0.068808568
0.412290503
0.421105528

0.039851024
0.247930283
0.025503356
0.082195448
0.039851024
0.019095477

0.002607076
0.001016703
0.003131991
0.001874163
0.300558659
0.136348409

0.058472998
0.001016703
0.428187919
0.015261044
0.244692737
0.337353434
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D1106
D1107
D1108
D1109
D1110
D1111
D1112
D1113
D1114
D1115
D1116
D1117
D1118
D1119
D1120

0.485115304
0.491517324
0.121765296
0.217130621
0.375035868
0.378674352
0.003203661
0.245380875
0.004560261
0.019757366
0.541829085
0.917691343
0.270484581
0.682225657
0.565339578

0.170649895
0.00167264
0.402607823
0.002997859
0.116786227
0.119308357
0.003203661
0.002269044
0.03713355
0.383708839
0.152023988
0.039397742
0.182378855
0.002163833
0.003278689

0.317400419
0.109199522
0.031494483
0.259957173
0.303299857
0.234582133
0.186270023
0.731604538
0.721172638
0.210398614
0.182008996
0.001756587
0.006167401
0.017619784
0.003278689

0.023899371
0.097252091
0.392577733
0.024411135
0.045050215
0.263400576
0.735469108
0.018476499
0.004560261
0.383708839
0.002098951
0.02685069
0.534801762
0.20309119
0.26088993

Table 5.2 shows the topic distribution for a small sample of the document
collection. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of topics to the whole collection.

Figure 5.4 Topic Distribution in Document Collection

As shown in Figure 5.4 the topics are interrelated, thus this output need
another enhancement, which is by using filter to the output of the indexing
phase.
The second enhancement is to choose the best threshold ( ) to filter the output
of the indexing process. Therefore, for the index output with the parameters
that have been chosen before, we try to calculate the precision and recall of
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the output with applying the filter. The result was as shown in Figures 5.5.
And 5.6:
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Figure 5.5 Precision according to ( )
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Figure 5.6 Recall according to ( )
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0.85

0.87

0.9

As shown in Figure 5.5. We notice that precision increases with increasing the
threshold, while in Figure 5.6 we notice that recall decreases. The reason is
that the relevant document varies with filter variation. Figure 5.7 shows the
precision and recall curves according to variation of the filter threshold ( ).
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Figure 5.7 Precision and Recall according to ( )

In Figure 5.7, it was noticed that the best combination of precision and recall
is around =0.5. And so it is a good suggestion to choose this value as the
threshold of the filter.
Comparing to Figure 5.4 the topic distribution will be after the filter as shown
in Figure 5.8:
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Figure 5.8 Topic Distribution in Document Collection after Filter

As shown in Figure 5.8, we have noticed that the topic distribution per
documents is optimized and this means that the input for ranking phase is less
and more relevant, which means that the result of the ranking phase will be
more efficient. The result of these enhancements is represented as precision
vs. recall curve, which is shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 The Enhanced LDA Precision vs. Recall

As shown in Figure 5.9 we got a precision vs. recall curve in the enhanced
LDA (E-LDA). In addition, that precision vs. recall ratio is better than LDA
algorithm without the enhancements. Figure 5.10 shows the comparison
between (E-LDA) and (LDA)
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Figure 5.10 E-LDA vs LDA

As we discussed in Chapter 3, we showed that LDA is better that PLSI, LSI
and the other semantic indexing algorithms.
With the results shown in Figure 5.9 we show that E-LDA is a good enhanced
algorithm which is better than the other indexing algorithm which we have
discussed in Chapter 3.
To ensure our results, we make simulation for the indexing algorithms based
on researches discussed in Chapter3 [46] [47]. Table 5.3 shows the results of
precision vs. recall of these algorithms on the data set used in our simulation.
Table 5.3 Precison vs. Recall for Indexing Algorithms
TFIDF

VSM

LSI

PLSI

LDA

E-LDA

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

0.58
0.59
0.5
0.51
0.48
0.41
0.38
0.28
0.17
0.06

0
0.09
0.19
0.29
0.38
0.49
0.57
0.66
0.75
0.84

0.74
0.77
0.64
0.6
0.52
0.44
0.4
0.3
0.22
0.1

0
0.13
0.22
0.31
0.405
0.5
0.59
0.68
0.78
0.87

0.76
0.63
0.64
0.58
0.52
0.47
0.41
0.31
0.25
0.13

0
0.11
0.22
0.31
0.41
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.79
0.88

0.8
0.71
0.65
0.59
0.57
0.51
0.48
0.38
0.21
0.11

0
0.12
0.24
0.32
0.42
0.52
0.61
0.71
0.8
0.89

0.74
0.7
0.65
0.62
0.6
0.58
0.52
0.45
0.29
0.12

0
0.122
0.25
0.32
0.43
0.53
0.62
0.72
0.81
0.9

0.8
0.73
0.68
0.66
0.6
0.59
0.55
0.48
0.33
0.17

0
0.125
0.26
0.33
0.44
0.55
0.64
0.73
0.82
0.91
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Precision

Also Figure 5.11 shows comparison between E-LDA and the other indexing
algorithms using precision vs. recall curves.
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Figure 5.11 E-LDA vs. semantic indexing algorithms

As shown in Figure 5.9 E-LDA has better precision vs. recall combination
which means better relevancy in index output.

5.6 Ranking Agent- Tag Rank based on P(Topic | Doc) ( )
In this section, we get the output index from indexing agent and process it
through Tag Rank process, which is simply comparing and choosing the
maximum tag probability.
Figure 5.12 shows comparison of precision vs. recall curves before and after
ranking process was carried out by the ranking agent.
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Figure 5.12 Precision vs. Recall according to ranking algorithm

As shown in Figure 5.12 the ranking process have increased the precision vs.
recall combination and that should reflect true behavior of ranking agent as
results will be enhanced after the ranking process was carried out as some
tags probabilities will be maximized a little and so the precision and recall
will be improved a little.
To compare the proposed ranking algorithm, we have done some comparison
with some other algorithms discussed in Chapter 2 that can be applicable to
the dataset we have used in our simulation.
Comparing Tag Rank with PR, WPR, HITS and TSPR (Time Rank)
according to MAP and NDCG@(k=4) as (k=4) is the best parameter for the
indexing algorithm LDA that we have concluded from the previous section.
Table 5.4 shows the results of NDCG and MAP for these ranking algorithms.
Table 5.4 NDCG and MAP results for different Ranking algorithms

NDCG @k=4

MAP

PR

0.52

0.3

WPR

0.54

0.31

HITS

0.53

0.29

TSPR

0.545

0.315

TagRank

0.56

0.32
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And Figure 5.13 shows the comparison between ranking algorithms:

Figure 5.13 The Comparison between Ranking Algorithms

As shown in Table 5.4 and in Figure 5.13 Tag Rank shows the best MAP and
NDCG values and so it could be said that Tag Rank is the best suitable
ranking algorithm for this proposed model.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we provide our simulation experiments that were carried out
in order to verify the enhancements of the proposed model of semantic social
network. Our results and analysis are based on four metrics: Precision,
Recall, Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG).
There were three scenarios for determining the best values of the three
parameters of LDA algorithm ( , , and k) on the dataset that have been tested
in this simulation.
Then we have proposed the filter threshold ( ) of LDA index to improve
relevancy. And by two scenarios of precision and recall we have determined
the best value of threshold ( ).
As a summary of the results, "Enhanced LDA" shows a better performance as
compared to other indexing algorithms.
Then we continue with ranking algorithm Tag Rank. Which shows an
improvement of output of the indexing algorithm. Showing the improvement
of precision and recall after Tag Rank phase.
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Then we have compared Tag Rank with other ranking algorithms discussed in
Chapter 2. We have shown that Tag Rank is the best algorithm in our
simulation.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion and Future Works
6.1
6.2

Thesis Conclusion
6.2 Future Works
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Conclusion and Future Works:

6.1 Thesis Conclusion
Semantic Social Networks are new evolving topic that has many key marks
that helps in improving new model for it. As data integrity and relevancy are
the main challenge in this field, a lot have to be done to ensure and improve
integrity and relevancy of data to be used.
This thesis aims mainly at providing new model of Semantic Social Network
that is based on Multi-Agent Systems concept. This proposed model mainly
consisted of two main agents: indexing agent that carries out enhanced Latent
Dirichlet Allocation algorithm (E-LDA), and ranking agent that carries out
Tag Rank algorithm.
Enhanced LDA (E-LDA) is distinguished from other preceding indexing
algorithms and simulation results show an increase precision and recall of ELDA. This algorithm’s output is the topic index which can be the primary tag
index to be processed by ranking agent.
Tag Rank is also distinguished from other ranking agents as it deals with tags
that is more relevant to social networks and also more relevant to semantics.
Simulation results show that Tag Rank produces better NDCG and MAP that
other algorithms.

6.2 Future Works
In the future, we will add the term per topic index to be also entered as tags to
be processed by ranking agent. This means that we will have larger data to be
ranked. So, the processing conditions must be taken care of while
implementing the system.
Also, Tag Rank algorithm will be developed and improved by representing
another computations of ranking. Possible suggestion to use fuzzy logic
ranking which will reflect more realistic agent roles. Because of the decision
and the self-learning abilities that can be provided to the ranking agent.
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Finally, and after all the future improvements, we can suggest building and
implementing our model to a semantic social network. Either in an existing
social network, or in new semantic social network programmed from the
beginning based on our model.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Acronyms and Abbreviations

SN
UCC
SSN
MAS
LDA
MAP
NDCG
KDD
IR
WWW
WCM
WSM
WUM
PR
WPR
HITS
TSPR
RSVP
TWM
TFM
TF-IDF
VSM
LSI
SVD
PLSI
D
E-LDA

Social Network
User-Created Content
Semantic Social Network
Multi Agent System
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Mean Average Precision
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
Knowledge Discovery in Database
Information Retrieval
World Wide Web
Web Content Mining
Web Structure Mining
Web Usage Mining
Page Rank
Weighted Page Rank
Hyper-link Induced Topic Search
Topic Sensitive Page Rank
ReSponse from the inVited Person
Tag-Pair Weight Matrix
Tag Frequency Matrix
Term
FrequencyInverse
Document
Frequency
Vector Space Model
Latent Semantic Indexing
Singular Value Decomposition
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing
Document Collection
Enhanced Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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Appendix B: Published Paper

Tag Ranking Multi-Agent Semantic Social Networks

Accepted and presented in the 2017 International Conference on
Computational Science and Computational Intelligence (CSCI'17), held on
December 14-16, 2017, in Las Vegas, USA.
http://americancse.org/events/csci2017
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B.2:
Second Paper:

Intelligent Social Networks Model Based On Semantic Tag Ranking

Accepted in the International Journal of Web & Semantic Technology
(IJWesT) journal, and will be published on July 2018.
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Abstract
Social Networks has become one of the most popular platforms to allow users to communicate, and share
their interests without being at the same geographical location. With the great and rapid growth of Social
Media sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter…etc. causes huge amount of user-generated content. Thus,
the improvement in the information quality and integrity becomes a great challenge to all social media sites,
which allows users to get the desired content or be linked to the best link relation using improved search /
link technique. So introducing semantics to social networks will widen up the representation of the social
networks.
In this paper, a new model of social networks based on semantic tag ranking is introduced. This model is
based on the concept of multi-agent systems. In this proposed model the representation of social links will be
extended by the semantic relationships found in the vocabularies which are known as (tags) in most of social
networks. The proposed model for the social media engine is based on enhanced Latent Dirichlet
Allocation(E-LDA) as a semantic indexing algorithm, combined with Tag Rank as social network ranking
algorithm. The improvements on (E-LDA) phase is done by optimizing (LDA) algorithm using the optimal
parameters. Then a filter is introduced to enhance the final indexing output. In ranking phase, using Tag
Rank based on the indexing phase has improved the output of the ranking. Simulation results of the proposed
model have shown improvements in indexing and ranking output.

Keywords
Social Network, Multi-Agent Systems, Semantic Indexing, Tag Rank,
LDA, E-LDA.
1. INTRODUCTION
Social networks are emerging field in information interchange, worldwide used and wanted. It is a
challenging subject to do a research in social media field as it was and still affecting us in every
aspect of our lives [1].
Ellison and Boyd defined social networks (SN) as web-based services that allow users to build a
public or semi-public profile within a system, connect to a list of other users by sharing a
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connection, and view and extend their list of connections and those made by others within the
system. The nature of these connections may vary from (SN) site to another [2].
In current social networks, Links between contents are constructed by many ranking techniques
according to the way to deal with data, importance and priority of data. Such as posts in Facebook,
hashtags in Twitter, Job and Experiences in LinkedIn, etc. and so data must be ranked in a way that
links constructing the social graph will reflect natural distribution and connection between nodes of
the social networks. Rank of each node is given by making iterative process of weights in network.
In Semantic Social Networks, this weight can be given according to semantic content of the social
network node.
Semantic Content of Social Network which is large and complex collections of data and that is
known nowadays as ―Big Data‖ [3] must be indexed before ranking process. This can be achieved
by introducing semantic indexing algorithms to process content of Social Networks [4]. Improving
indexing output and choosing the proper rank algorithm will affect the quality of the social graph
and how nodes will be linked in social network.

2. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
For Indexing and Ranking processes. The Concept of Multi-Agent system (MAS) is a great
addition to give good, improving, and self-learning mechanism especially in social networks.
Multi-Agent Systems are computerized system consisted of multiple agents that they
interact intelligently within the environment which can be used to solve problems [5].
the agent precepts data and grabs the documents from the environment (SSN) and using the
learning elements it updates the performance elements. And it builds the knowledge base by
updating the learning elements based on critics that represents the feedback from the whole system
that the agent is working in. and this knowledge base generates problems that can be used as
condition rules to be used in the decision that the agent will make to do the needed action in the
environment.
In social networks, the multi-agent implementation theories have two main perspectives: user
perspective and network perspective.
In user perspective, the agents will be the user accounts [6], which means each account will act as
agent in mediating data and negotiating connections with the other agents to enlarge their social
network.
Nevertheless, in the network perspective, the agents will be carrying out some central operations
such as filtering data, managing connectivity, and building the social graph.
Because of the semantics in social network is being discussed, the perspective of semantics must be
an important role to be done by agents in the multi-agent implementation of social network.
In this paper, the concentration will be on some roles done by agents, which are parsing data,
building semantic index of the data, then ranking this index, and finally build connections between
contents according to the rank output.
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3. SEMANTIC INDEXING - LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA)
Indexing algorithms - mainly in search engines - collect, parses, analyse and store data to facilitate
quick and accurate information retrieval [7]. Index design includes interdisciplinary concepts from
linguistics, cognitive psychology, mathematics, computer science and informatics. An alternative
name for the process in the context of search engines intended for searching web pages on the
Internet is web indexing.
When dealing with information retrieval, stored documents are identified by sets of terms that are
used to represent the contents of the document. The indexing process is the assignment of the index
for documents in the collection of documents. The index of terms can be predefined as a fixed set
of controlled vocabulary or can be any additional words that the indices consider to be related to
the topic of the document.
One of the most popular indexing algorithms is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [8], is a
generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text corpora. LDA is a threelevel hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a collection is modelled as a finite
mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, in turn, modelled as an infinite mixture over
an underlying set of topic probabilities. LDA assumes that each document contains different topics,
and words in the document are generated from these topics. All documents contain a specific set of
topics, but the proportion of each topic in each document is different. The generative process of
the LDA model can be described as follows [9]. Assuming document w in a corpus D:
1- Choose N ~ Poisson ( ).
~ Dir( ).

2- Choose

3- For each of the N words

:

Choose a topic

~ multinomial distribution ( )

Choose a word

from (

), a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic

.

Many simplifying assumptions are made in this basic model, such as removing some subsequent
sections.
First, the dimensionality k of the Dirichlet distribution which means the dimensionality of the topic
variable z is assumed known and fixed. Second, the word probabilities are parameterized by k
matrix where
(
) which for now is treated as a fixed quantity that is
to be estimated. Finally, the Poisson assumption is not critical to anything that follows and more
realistic document length distributions can be used as needed.
Furthermore, note that N is independent of all the other data generating variables ( and z). It is
thus an ancillary variable and its randomness will generally be ignored in the subsequent
development. A k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable can take values in the (k−1)-simplex (a
∑
k-vector lies in the (k−1)-simplex if
), and has the following probability
density on this simplex:
(

)

(∑
∏

)
(

(1)

)
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Where the parameter
is a k-vector with components
>0, and where ( ) is the Gamma
function. The Dirichlet is a convenient distribution on the simplex—it is in the exponential family,
has finite dimensional sufficient statistics, and is conjugate to the multinomial distribution. Given
the parameters and , the joint distribution of a topic mixture , a set of N topics z, and a set of
N words w is given by:
(

)

(

)∏

(

) (

)

(2)

Where (
) is simply for the unique i such that
z, then the marginal distribution of a document will be:
(

)

∫ (

) (∏

∑

(

) (

. Integrating over

))

and summing over

(3)

Finally, the probability (or the log-likelihood) of generating corpus is:
(

)

∏

∫ (

) (∏

∑

(

) (

))

(4)

4. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model for semantic tag ranking for social network is based on enhanced LDA. The
input in this model is the document collection where it contains the word per document count. Then
the final output will be the ranking of the tags, which are the Tag Rank results of the topics index.
The proposed model is based on two main phases: the indexing phase which is carried out by the
indexing agent, and the ranking phase which is carried out by the ranking agent. In indexing phase,
the input is the document collection where it contains word and document count. In this phase, the
initialization is done then document parsed to get the initial index to be processed by (LDA)
algorithm. The output of this phase is the semantic index, which contains word-per-topic
distribution and topic-per-document distribution.
In this proposed model, the focus on the topic-per-document to be processed as tags. Therefore, in
the next phase, which is the ranking phase the input will be the topic-per-document distribution that
came as index matrix. In ranking phase, the input will be processed by Tag Rank algorithm with
the help. The final output will the Tag ranking matrix that will be sent to build the social links in
the semantic social network. Figure1. Shows the proposed model architecture.
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Figure2: System Architecture.
The indexing phase has seven sequential steps to build the topic per document index document
based on the document collection to be processed. Figure2. Shows the steps of this phase:
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Start

Input Document
Collection

Parse Documents

Indexing Process

Choose Optimal
Parameters ( α, β, k)

Initial Output θ
P(Topic |Doc)

Filter θ
No

θ>τ

Cut θ

Yes

Final Filtered
Output θ
P(Topic |Doc)

End

Figure2: Flowchart of Indexing Phase.

The start is with the input of document collection, which is parsed then indexed with choosing the
optimal parameters (
) which increases the precision and recall of the output.
Then the output will be probability of topic per document that will be filtered by specific threshold
( ) that will be chosen by experiment in the simulation. The final output will be the filtered
( )which is the output of the enhanced LDA algorithm. Which is called E-LDA.
The next phase is ranking phase. It starts with the output of E-LDA algorithm with checking that
( ) is higher than the threshold ( ). Then the Tag Rank algorithm start to rank ( ) as initial tag
rank. The ranking algorithm is simply here to maximize the rank. Each document will get the
higher topic ranking to be the first tag. In addition, documents will be descending ranked for each
tag i.e. for each topic. Figure3. Shows the steps of ranking phase.
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Sort { θ (t,d1), θ
(t,d2)}

Output Tag Rank
per each Document

Sort { θ (t,d2), θ
(t,d1)}

Output Document
Rank per each Tag

End

Figure3: Flowchart of Ranking Phase
As shown in these flowcharts it is obvious that there are two main intelligent agents that are
carrying out the system functions. Indexing and ranking agents. The next pseudocode shows the
steps of the algorithm of the semantic tag ranking.
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Algorithm 1. Intelligent Semantic Tag Ranking
Input: Document Collection
Start
//Indexing Agent{
Rule 1: Get Document
Rule 2: Parse Document Content
for i=1 to n do //n= number of document records
Rule 3: Start LDA Indexing Algorithm
end for
Rule 4: Filter
{

for i=1 to n do //n= number of document records
Select

//

is threshold

end for

}
Output Index (

)

end } //end of indexing agent job

Input: Index (

)

//Ranking Agent{
Start

for i=1 to n do //n= number of tags
//repeat until all tags which have larger ranks than threshold

Repeat{
//select document 1 and document 2 to be compared and maximized

Select Max(

)

)

Condition: While (Max(

Select Max(

) { //

is threshold

)
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Sort (

)

}
i=i+1
} // until (all tags which are larger than are processed).
for j=1 to k do //k= number of documents
//repeat until all documents which have larger ranks than threshold
Repeat{
//select tag 1 and tag 2 which are columns and rows of Max(
Select Max(

)
)

Condition: While (Max(

Select Max(
Sort (

)

) { //

is threshold

)
)

}
j=j+1
} // until (all tags which are larger than are processed).
Build Links between Tags
Output Tag Rank records
end } //end of Ranking Agent job.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents the simulation experiment for the proposed model. The concept of
combining index resulting from LDA with threshold applied to be as the Tag input for the ranking
algorithm has to be proven by results and providing a good comparison between the proposed
model phases, in both indexing and ranking phases
Simulation was carried out using MATLAB R2016a simulation software under Microsoft Windows
10 operating system.
The hardware platform that carried out the software is Intel core i7-3520M processor with 8
Gigabyte random access memory.
The simulation on the indexing phase will be carried out based on previous simulation works done
by The Natural Language Processing Group at Stanford University [10], also on natural language
labs on Iowa State University [11], and the research toolbox from University of California, Irvine
[12], using their MATLAB functions to implement the enhanced LDA function.
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The dataset is used was psychreview dataset. Which contains Psychology Review Abstracts and
collocation Data. This dataset contains about 85000 records of words and documents. With the
initial count of words for each document and the topic.
To evaluate the simulation, main four metrics were introduced; two for evaluating indexing which
are precision and recall. The other two is for evaluating ranking and these metrics are mean
average precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [13].
Precision: is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of
irrelevant and relevant documents retrieved:
|

|
|

(5)

|

Recall: is the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant
documents in the dataset:
|

|
|

(6)

|

Mean Average Precision (MAP): is the precision-at-k score of a ranking y, averaged over all the
positions k of relevant documents:
∑

( )

(7)

Where:
∑

( ( )

( ))

(8)

Q is the number of queries, and:
( )

( )

{

(9)

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): is a normalization of the Discounted Cumulative
Gain (DCG) where (DCG) is a weighted sum of the relevancy degree of the ranked items:
(10)

Where:

And

∑

.

(11)

is the ideal DCG at position p
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Based on previous research done earlier [14], the chosen the optimal parameters for LDA
algorithm( , , and k), were

And

.

The next enhancement is to choose the best threshold ( ) to filter the output of the indexing
process. Therefore, for the index output with the parameters that have been chosen before,
calculating the precision and recall of the output with applying the filter. The result was as shown
in Figure4.

Figure4. Precision and Recall according to ( )
It was noticed that the best combination of precision and recall is around =0.5. And so it is a
good suggestion to choose this value as the threshold of the filter. The resulting algorithm with
these enhancement is called “Enhanced LDA” abbreviated (E-LDA). Figure5. Shows how topic
distribution is enhanced using this filter:
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Figure5. Topic Distribution in Document Collection according to the Filter.
The simulation for the indexing agent was carried out based on previous researches comparing
indexing algorithms [9] [15]. Figure6 shows a comparison between (E-LDA) and these algorithms.

Figure6. (E-LDA) vs semantic indexing algorithms
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As shown in Figure. E-LDA is enhanced from LDA with (4%). E-LDA has better precision vs.
recall combination which means better relevancy in index output.
After indexing phase enhancement done, it is possible to combine tag rank with the output to get
the semantic tag rank. Figure7. Shows the improvement in precision and recall between E-LDA
and the Tag Rank.

Figure7.Tag Rank vs. (E-LDA).
As shown in Figure7. Tag Rank shows better precision and recall than input from E-LDA with
almost (5%).
Comparing Tag Rank with Page Rank (PR), Weighted Page Rank (WPR), Hyper-link Induced
Topic Search (HITS) and Time Rank (TSPR) [16] [17] [18] [19]. And according to MAP and
NDCG@(k=4) as (k=4) is the best parameter for the indexing algorithm LDA that was concluded
earlier [14]. Figure8. Shows the comparison between ranking algorithms:
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Figure8. Semantic Tag Rank vs. Ranking Algorithms

As shown in Figure8. Tag Rank shows the best MAP and NDCG values and so it could be
said that Tag Rank is the best suitable ranking algorithm for this proposed model.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the main aim is to provide new model of Social Network that is based on
Multi-Agent Systems concept and the concept of semantic social network. This proposed
model mainly consisted of two main agents: indexing agent that carries out enhanced
Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm (E-LDA), and ranking agent that carries out Tag
Rank algorithm. Enhanced LDA (E-LDA) is distinguished from other preceding indexing
algorithms and simulation results show an increase precision and recall using E-LDA. ELDA is enhanced from LDA with (4%), and shows better performance than other semantic
indexing algorithms.
Semantic Tag Rank is also distinguished from other ranking agents as it deals with tags
that is more relevant to social networks and also more relevant to semantics.
In the future, the term per topic index is suggested to be entered as tags to be processed by
ranking agent. This means that we will have larger data to be ranked. So the processing
conditions must be taken care of while implementing the system.

A new model of social networks depending on semantics is proposed, with using semantic
indexing methods and rank algorithms. In addition, show in test how this idea will be
implemented. Then building and implementing the proposed model to a semantic social
network can be suggested. Either in an existing social network, or in new semantic social
network programmed from the beginning based on the proposed model in this paper.
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Appendix C: Some MATLAB Codes

LDA.m
function [Phi,Theta,LL,LLAll]=LDA (WS,DS, T, Alpha, Beta, Iter,
BURNIN, LAG,Log)
% INPUT:
% WS: Word index, DS: Doc index K: number of topics
% Alpha : The prior for P(toic|doc) symmetric
% Beta : The prior for P(word|topic) symmetric
% Iter: number of iterations
% BURIN: burn-in period
% LAG: sampling lag
% OUTPUT:
% Phi: P(word|topic)
% Theta: P(toic|doc)
% LLAll: Log likelihood in each iterations
% LL: LogLikelihood

if nargin<9
Log=0;
end
%% Initialization
if Log==1; display('Initialization...'); end
M=max(DS); V = max(WS);
NWZ = Beta*ones(V,T); NZM = Alpha*ones(M,T);
NZ = sum(NWZ); Z = zeros(length(WS),1);
for w=1:length(WS)
Z(w) = find(mnrnd(1,ones(1,T)/T )==1); % draw topic for each word
NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) = NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) + 1;
NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) = NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) + 1;
NZ(Z(w)) = NZ(Z(w)) + 1;
end
if Log==1; display('Done!'); end
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%% Sampling...
Phi = zeros(V,T); Theta = zeros(M,T);
Phi2 = zeros(V,T); Theta2 = zeros(M,T);
LL=0;
SampleNum = 0;
LLAll = zeros(1,Iter);
for i = 1:Iter
if Log==1; display(sprintf('Processing %d of %d',i,Iter)); end
for w=1:length(WS)
% decrease three counts
NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) = NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) - 1;
NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) = NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) - 1;
NZ(Z(w)) = NZ(Z(w)) -1;
% update the posterior distribution of z, p(z_i)
p = (NWZ(WS(w),:)./NZ).*NZM(DS(w),:);
Z(w) = find(mnrnd(1,p/sum(p))==1);
% increase three counts
NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) = NZM(DS(w),Z(w)) + 1;
NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) = NWZ(WS(w),Z(w)) + 1;
NZ(Z(w)) = NZ(Z(w)) + 1;
end
% log Likelihood
LLAll(i)=log_multinomial_beta(NWZ)log_multinomial_beta(ones(V,T)*Beta);
% Get Sample
if i >= BURNIN || mod(i,LAG) == 0
SampleNum = SampleNum + 1;
Phi = Phi + bsxfun(@rdivide,NWZ,NZ);
Theta= Theta + bsxfun(@rdivide,NZM,sum(NZM,2));
LL=LL+LLAll(i);

end
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%Applying Filter on Theta
Theta2=Theta;
Theta2(Theta<0.5)=0;
Theta=Theta2;

end
if Log==1; display('Done!');
end

%% Get averaged Phi and Theta
Phi = Phi/SampleNum;
Theta = Theta/SampleNum;
LL = LL/SampleNum;
TagRank.m

function(tag, rank) = TagRank ( Theta)
n = 'enter a value for number of tags';
% entering the number of tags to compare per document
k='enter a value for number of documents ';
% entering the number of documents to compare per tag
Theta=[];
103

% get the filtered topic index
tou=0.5;
% define the filter threshold value ( )
for i=1:1:n; % compare the tags per each document
C=max(Theta(i),Theta(i+1));
while(max(Theta(i),Theta(i+1))>tou)
C=max(Theta(i),Theta(i+1));
theta=[Theta;C];
B = sort(C) % output of the rank algorithm
end
end
for j=1:1:k; % compare the documents per each tag
D=max(Theta(j),Theta(j+1));
while(max(Theta(j),Theta(j+1))>tou)
D=max(Theta(j),Theta(j+1));
theta1=[Theta;D];
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Z = sort(D) % output of the rank algorithm
end
end
% end of Tag Rank
end
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النظم المتعذدة الوكالء فً الشبكاث االجتماعيت الذالليت باالعتماد على تصنيف العالمت الذالليت
إعذاد :سامح عبذ الفتاح حسين عوض
إشراف :د .رشذي حمامرة
الملخص
أصجسذ شجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػٚ ٟازذح ِٓ إٌّصبد األوثش شؼج١خ ٚاٌز ٟرز١ر ٌٍّسزخذِٓ١
اٌزٛاصًٚ ،رجبدي ِصبٌس ُٙد ْٚأْ ٠ىٛٔٛا فٔ ٟفس اٌّٛلغ اٌدغشافِ. ٟغ إٌّ ٛاٌىج١ش ٚاٌسش٠غ
ٌشجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػِ ٟثً  ... Twitter ،LinkedIn ،Facebookاٌخ .رٕزح وّ١خ ٘بئٍخ ِٓ
اٌّسز ٜٛاٌزٕ٠ ٞشئٗ اٌّسزخذِٚ .ْٛثبٌزبٌ ،ٟفئْ رسس ٓ١خٛدح اٌّؼٍِٛبد ِٚصذال١زٙب أصجر رسذ٠بً
وج١شاً ٌدّ١غ شجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػٚ ،ٟاٌز٠ ٞسّر ٌٍّسزخذِ ٓ١اٌسصٛي ػٍ ٝاٌّسز ٜٛاٌّغٍٛة
أ ٚأْ ٠زُ سثغ ُٙثٕبء ػٍ ٝأفضً صٍخ ثبسزخذاَ رسس ٓ١رمٕ١خ اٌجسث ٚاالسرجبطٌ .زا فئْ إدخبي اٌذالالد
ػٍ ٝاٌشجىبد اإلػالِ١خ ثّب ٠ؼشف ثبٌشجىبد االخزّبػ١خ اٌذالٌ١خ سٛ١سغ رّث ً١شجىبد اٌزٛاصً
االخزّبػ.ٟ
رّث ً١اٌشجىبد االخزّبػ١خ اٌذالٌ١خ ٌٍشٚاثظ االخزّبػ١خ س١زُ رٛس١ؼٗ ِٓ خالي اٌؼاللبد اٌذالٌ١خ
اٌّٛخٛدح ف ٟاٌّفشداد اٌز ٟرؼشف ثبسُ اٌؼالِبد اٌذالٌ١خ ( )Tagsفِ ٟؼظُ شجىبد اٌزٛاصً
االخزّبػ.ٟ
ّ٠ىٓ سثظ ِسز٠ٛبد اٌشجىبد االخزّبػ١خ اٌذالٌ١خ ثبسزخذاَ اٌٛوالء (ٚ ،)Agentsاٌز٠ ٓ٠ؤدِٙ ْٚبَ
ِسذدح ٌدؼً ػٍّ١خ اٌشثظ آٌ١خٚ ،رار١خ اٌزؼٍُ ٚرو١خ .ثبٌزبٌ ٟرُ عشذ ِف َٛٙإٌظُ اٌّزؼذدح اٌٛوالء ٌٙزا
اٌجسث.
ف٘ ٟزٖ األعشٚزخ ،الزشزٕب ّٔٛرخب ٌشجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػ١خ اٌذالٌ١خ ِٓ ِٕظٛس األٔظّخ ِزؼذدح
اٌٛوالء ( .)MSSNTف٘ ٟزا إٌّٛرج٠ ،زى ْٛإٌظبَ ِزؼذد اٌٛوالء ِٓ ٚظ١فز ٓ١سئ١س١ز :ٓ١اٌفٙشسخ
اٌذالٌ١خ(ٚ )Semantic Indexingرصٕ١ف اٌؼالِبد اٌذالٌ١خ (.)Tag ranking
إٌّٛرج اٌّمزشذ ٘ ٛرسسٌٕ ٓ١برح اٌزصٕ١فٌٚ ،زسم١ك رٌه ٕ٠جغ ٟاسزخذاَ ٔٛع ِٓ
اٌّششسبد(ٌ )Filtersض٠بدح سرجخ اٌّسزٚ ،ٜٛرسس ٓ١اٌشرجخ ٠دت أْ ٠زسمك ِٓ خالي رسٍ ً١اٌّسزٜٛ
اٌذالٌ ٟاٌز٠ ٞدؼً اٌشثظ ف ٟشجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػٚ ٟفمبً ٌٍّٛاض١غ اٌّزّبثٍخ أ ٚاٌىٍّبد اٌشئ١س١خ
اٌّٛخٛدح فِ ٟسز ٜٛرٍه اٌشجىبد.
إٌّٛرج اٌّمزشذ ٌّسشن شجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػ٠ ٟسزٕذ ثشىً أسبس ٟػٍ ٝخٛاسصِ١خ رٛص٠غ
"د٠ش٠ىزٍ١ذ" ٌٍّضبِ )Latent Dirichlet Allocation( ٓ١وخٛاسصِ١خ اٌفٙشسخ اٌذالٌ١خ ،إضبفخ
إٌ ٝرصٕ١ف اٌؼالِبد اٌذالٌ١خ ( )Tag Rankوخٛاسصِ١خ اٌزصٕ١ف ٌشجىبد اٌزٛاصً االخزّبػ.ٟ
أظٙشد ٔزبئح اٌّسبوبح أداءً أفضً فِ ٟشزٍز ٟاٌفٙشسخ ٚاٌزشر١ت .ففِ ٟشزٍخ اٌفٙشسخ ،رمذَ
خٛاسصِ١خ  E-LDAدلخ أفضً (ٚ )Precisionاسزشخبع أفضً ( )Recallثٕسجخ  ِٓ ٪4خٛاسصِ١خ
 LDAغ١ش اٌّؼذٌّخٚ ،أفضً أداء ػٍ ٝاإلعالق ِمبسٔخ ِغ خٛاسصِ١بد اٌفٙشسخ اٌسبثمخ اٌّسزخذِخ
ف ٟشجىبد االٔزشٔذ.
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أِب فِ ٟشزٍخ اٌزشر١ت ،أظٙشد خٛاسصِ١خ رشر١ت اٌؼالِبد اسزٕبدًا إٌ ٝاٌّٛضٛع ف ٟرٛص٠غ
اٌّسزٕذاد إٌبرح ػٓ  E-LDAأداءً أفضً ف ٟاٌذلخ ٚرزوش ثٕسجخ  ٪5رمش٠جًبٚ .أفضً إٌزبئح زست
ِزٛسظ اٌذلخ )ِٚ (MAPؼذي اٌشثر اٌزشاوّ ٟاٌّخصِ (NDCG( َٛمبسٔخ ثخٛاسصِ١بد اٌزشر١ت
األخش.ٜ
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